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Free Music 
   - Free music: 
        - Defined by its own criteria 
        - Does not necessarily exist as a form of jazz 
        - Emerged from an effort to break the confines of oversight from tradition, critics, and institutions 
        - May be guided by as many or as little parameters as desired by the performers and/or composers 
        - Not necessarily harmony-based 
 
Constraining Improvisation 
   - What type of sounds do you hear and what do you hope to get out of the piece? 
   - Freedom vs constraint 
        - Is the score an impetus or a literal representation? 
        - How much room for interpretation does the performer have? 
        - Consider notation: nontraditional leaves much room for interpretation 
   - How much control do you want to exercise? 
   - What conditions do you want to control? 
 
Form 
   - Is the form fixed? To what extent? 
        - Formal possibilities: 
           - Event Form 
           - Mobile Form 
           - Collage Form 
           - Nakatani-Player Form 
           - Conducted Form 
           - Sequential Form 
           - Open Form (Varese form) 
 
Notation and Improvisation 
   - What role does the score serve? 
   - Is the notation traditional or non-standard? 
         - If nonstandard, what does the score look like? 
         - Does it use text, pictograms, images, etc? 
         - Does it include any musical language? 
   - Extended techniques 
        - How are these best represented and informed? 
   - Controlling time and other elements through notation 
        - How specific are your ideas and concepts? 
 
Example Scores 
   - December 1952 (from Folios), Earle Brown, 1952 
   - Edges, Christian Wolff, 1969 
   - Notebook, Stuart Saunders Smith, 1980 
   - Postcard, Sean Hamilton, 2014 
 



 
Real-Time Electronics 
   - Pure Data 
        - Graphical programming language developed by Miller Puckett in the mid-1990s 
        - Moves data through two flows: sample rate and control rate 
        - Controlling flow with objects, numbers, messages 
   - Using the electronics 
        - What role do the electronics play? 
            - Structure, texture, formal, melodic/harmonic 
            - How is this achieved? 
   - Electronics and composition 
        - Why are the electronics important to the composition? 
        - The electronics must contribute to the work 
        - Avoid electronics that simply “sound neat” 
        - Are the acoustic sounds “inside” the electronics “outside” or both? 
 
Timbre Blending 
   - How do the acoustic and electronic voices coexist/interact? 
   - Is the localization of sound important and how this addressed? 
 
Suggested Listening 
   - Stuart Saunders Smith: Links, Here and There, Hawk (album) 

   - Helmut Lachenmann: Air, Zwei Gefuhle, Pression, Guiro 

   - The Bad Plus: Made Possible, Inevitable Western, Never Stop 

   - John Coltrane: Interstellar Space, Meditations 

   - Matthew Shipp: The Darkseid Recital 

   - Nathan Douds Ensemble: (self-titled) 

   - Morton Feldman: Rothko Chapel, King of Denmark 

   - Charles Ives: Symphony No. 4, Piano Trio, West London, Songs My Mother Taught Me, The Cage 

   - Evan Parker: The Topography of the Lungs 
   - John Zorn: Book of Angels 
   - Tatsuya Nakatani: Present Presence 
 
Suggested Reading 
   - Perpetual Frontier: The Properties of Free Music - Joe Morris 

   - The Computer Music Tutorial - Curtis Roads 

   - Effortless Mastery - Kenny Werner 
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